We investigated the formation of oddity concept in human subjects by means of multiple oddity discrimination tasks. Four human subjects were concurrently trained to discriminate an odd object from three identical objects in a row where the former one was reinforced. Discrimination tasks were gradually increased (e.g. 12 oddity tasks, 30 oddity tasks). Two out of four human subjects rapidly learned the acquisition tasks with higher accuracy rate suggesting that they seemed to avoid responding based on the strategy of the item-specific learning and to adopt relational processing. This assumption was stronger when robust transfer of learning with higher accuracy in baseline training performances was showed by them in transfer test 1 and transfer test 2. Although these findings offer evidence of relational oddity learning in humans, the possibility of the effect of stimulus generalization and the sense of perceptual oddity could not be excluded.
Introduction
Abstract concept involves the relationship transcending stimuli features between or among stimuli based on a rule (e.g. identity, difference, oddity, and relative magnitude). This rule turns in to an abstract one when it can correctly be applied to novel stimuli. Among abstract concepts, the relational concept is considered truly abstract because the relationship itself does not exist in the physical environment. One of the most popular and powerful means of studying the relational concept is the oddity concept that shows an ability to identify an odd stimulus from among two or more identical stimuli and its successful transfer to novel stimuli. The oddity concept is an important example of relative class concepts in the hierarchy of intellectual abilities (Thomas, 1980) . In addition, it enriches the general knowledge of cognitive abilities from a comparative perspective (Wasserman, 1993; Lock & Colombo, 1996; Thompson 1995; Thomas, 1996; Czeschlik, 1998) . In an oddity discrimination task, an odd stimulus and two or more identical stimuli are presented simultaneously. For example, a stimulus set involves one odd stimulus "blue circle" and two identical stimuli "two red squares". Subjects are required to discriminate an odd stimulus (blue circle) from two identical stimuli (two red squares). If subjects can discriminate and transfer these experiences to novel items (e.g. purple square), it is considered that they are able to learn the abstract relational property of stimuli set. Therefore, transfer of oddity discrimination to novel items can be interpreted as evidences of abstract oddity concept. Operant conditioning studies of concept formation by human subjects have been limited to few modalities particularly cross-modalities (transfer between two modes of stimuli, for example, training stimuli involves visual stimuli whereas testing stimuli do tactile ones). Oddity concept learning in young children has rarely been focused solely on the intra modal transfer of learning. Tyrrell (1974) provided some of the earliest demonstration of oddity conceptual behavior in human subjects. In an experimental report, he trained four groups of third grade children out of which, one half of children were trained with visual modalities (geometrical form) and the remaining half with tactile modality that resulted in robust cross-modal transfer. Subsequent studies extended these findings for transfer across cross-modalities. Krekling, Tellevik, and Nordvik's studies (1989) showed the development of tactual oddity learning and crossmodal transfer of oddity learning across visual (geometrical form) and tactual modalities. Although these findings provided empirical evidences about humans' abilities to acquire oddity concept learning with cross-modalities, these ones left a question neglected about the development of oddity concept with other modalities (e.g. object) and transfer of oddity learning across intra-modalities (where same mode of stimuli are used in training and testing with an exception that testing ones involve the novel stimuli). Therefore, the present study sets an aim to understand the oddity concept with object stimuli in 5-8 -year-old children. It also addresses the question whether such learning transfer across intra-modalities (objects-novel objects).
It is anticipated that as the intra-modalities employ the same mode of stimuli in acquisition phase (training stimuli) and testing phase (novel stimuli), these ones might provide the subjects an additional advantage that make the discrimination tasks easier for them to learn. Another possibility provided us an impetus in case of choosing the intra-modalities, that is, it might generate lesser amount of perceptual impression from the set of novel stimuli in testing phase rather than cross-modalities because in cross-modalities, when different mode of stimuli are exchanged between training and testing stimuli or if different mode of stimuli are presented to the subjects in acquisition phase and testing phase, this may generate a new sense of perception about the novel stimuli in testing phase yielding much variation compared to intramodalities. Such advantage may contribute to resulting in robust transfer of learning in crossmodalities. A good number of research studies gave birth findings in support of this assumption. Miller's studies (1971) was one of them where animal subjects (e.g. rats) produced better performances to compound stimuli particularly when the compound consisted of two different modalities rather than the same modality. These findings were further strengthened by other studies (e.g. Gingras, Rowland, & Stein, 2009 ) that demonstrated an increased amount of discriminative behavior for cross-modal compounds than for intra-modal compounds. Some prominent studies (e.g. Birkimer,1969) analysed the causes of higher performances in cross-modalities and found that subjects' better responses to the discriminative stimuli based on what element was of the highest intensity thus resulting in much attention to the stimuli and causing better performances. Considering these possible concerns, we decided to examine the transfer of learning among intra-modalities although we acknowledge that cross-modalities may yield more higher-order or complex learning in the subjects. Most of the previous studies (e.g., Tyrrell, 1970 Tyrrell, , 1974 Rose, Feldman, Futterweit & Jankowski, 1998) on concept formation in human child dealt in intra-modal and cross-modal transfer tasks. The present study is little bit different from the previous ones in one point that the former one only deals in intra-modal transfer that may provide more detailed explanation about the intra-modal transfer of learning as compared to previous studies. However, we select human subjects aged 5-8 because important cognitive development (e.g. concept formation) occurs during this stage of human life (see preoperational stage and formal operational stage introduced by Jean Piaget in The Origins of intelligence in the child, 1936). In addition, they are of interest in relation to provide an insight into the mechanisms of intelligence in humans. Object stimuli (e.g. pot, hair band) used in the present study might bear some additional advantages for human subjects as it might provide various information on the stimuli (e.g. dimensions, size, shape, and colour) rather than visual (e.g. geometric forms) and tactile ones that might facilitate them to understand the relationship among stimuli.
Method Subjects
Four children aged between 5-8 will be used as subjects. They will have freedom to pass all their time at home or school as per their choices except the duration of the experiment. An option to remain in the experiment until it reaches a desired goal or to give it up will open to all subjects.
Stimuli
Four different objects (e.g. cup, box, pot, and spoon) are used to make multiple oddity tasks (for intra-modal tasks). For intra-modal transfer test, four different novel stimuli (never seen e.g. hair band, plastic cover, rubber band, and salt pot) are used.
Figure 1: Photos of objects used in the discrimination tasks

Apparatus
For object oddity discrimination tasks and transfer tests, a wooden made simple discrimination box is used (please see the picture shown below) where four object stimuli (three identical and an odd) are set simultaneously. 
Procedure
In an oddity discrimination task, a combination of one odd (e.g., a cup) and three identical stimuli (e.g., boxes) arranged in a row was concurrently (where a specific stimulus was used as positive odd stimulus in a set and negative non-odd one in another set) presented to the subjects (children) on every trial. Subjects were instructed that a set of stimuli (one odd and three identical stimuli) was presented at a time. They looked carefully at different forms and choose correct ones based on the relationship prevailing among the stimuli. Here, it is mentionable that object oddity tasks were constructed from stimuli consisting of eight distinct objects (cup, box, pot, spoon, hair band, plastic cover, rubber band, and salt pot). In phase 1, a one-odd task AAAB, where A indicates a cup and B do a box was presented. A response to an odd stimulus was reinforced with verbal reward (e.g., thanks, marvellous, good) and a small piece of sweets (candy or similar one). In the case of incorrect responses, no reward was delivered. The position of an odd stimulus was counter balanced. Subjects were trained in a daily session of 24 trials in total. A one-minute inter-trial interval separated each trial. The learning criterion of phase 1 was 20/24 (more than 80%) correct responses on two consecutive sessions that allowed subjects to be promoted to phase 2 in which the two-odd tasks AAAB and BBBA were given to the subjects concurrently. 12 trials for each task were conducted daily. When subjects were able to make 17 correct responses for each task in two days, phase 3 started where 6 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB，AAAC，BBBA，BBBC， CCCA，CCCB) consisted of items A, B, and C (pot) were presented to the subjects.
A successful completion of phase 3 tasks (48 correct responses in two days) facilitated the subjects to be promoted to the tasks of phase 4 comprising 12 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB, AAAC, AAAD, BBBA, BBBC, BBBD, CCCA, CCCB, CCCD, DDDA, DDDB, and DDDC) where item D indicated spoon were concurrently given to the subjects. On completion of learning criterion (36/48 correct responses in two days) in the tasks of phase 4, transfer test 1 (intra-modal transfer) started where each novel (a task was made of stimuli that had never been seen before) task (e.g., EEEF or FFFE where hair band for E and plastic cover for F) appeared twice after every six training tasks consisted of 12 oddity tasks was presented in a session. For example, one novel task (EEEF)-six training tasks, one novel task (FFFE)-six training tasks, one novel task (FEEE)-six training tasks. In such manner, four novel tasks were inserted to the training tasks daily resulting in 28 trials (24 training tasks and 4 testing tasks) in a session. It continued for ten days. After transfer test 1, item E and F were incorporated in to the training tasks resulting in 30 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB, AAAC, AAAD, AAAE, AAAF, BBBA, BBBC, BBBD, BBBE, BBBF, CCCA, CCCB, CCCD, CCCE, CCCF, DDDA, DDDB, DDDC, DDDE, DDDF, EEEA, EEEB, EEEC, EEED, EEEF, FFFA, FFFB, FFFC, FFFD, FFFE) in phase 5. After the successful completion (learning criterion of 75% choice accuracy in two consecutive sessions) of the training tasks in phase 5, transfer test 2 (intramodal transfer) involving novel items G (rubber band) and H (salt pot) as an odd one (e.g., GGGH and HHHG) was conducted following the same manner as that of transfer test 1.
Results
Acquisition of oddity problems are demonstrated thus; Figure 3 . Percentage of correct responses in acquisition training in phase 1(AAAB), phase 2 (AAAB and BBBA), phase 3 (e.g., AAAB. BBBA, AAAC) and phase 4 (e.g., AAAB, BBBA, AAAC, BBBD). Dotted line represents chance level performances (25%).
Sabiha
Figure 3 shows human subjects' performances (Sabiha and Samia) during one-odd task, twoodd tasks and multiple oddity tasks. Out of four human subjects, two named Sabiha and Samia were able to rapidly learn the one-odd tasks (e.g. AAAB) with four and three sessions respectively. In this case (one-odd task), Samia's acquisition was faster than that of Sabiha because the latter one scored zero in the first two sessions in one odd-tasks (AAAB) whereas the former one scored 6 in the first session of one-odd task (AAAB). Interestingly, when BBBA stimuli set was added to training in phase 2 (AAAB and BBBA), they made correct responses to all the oddity problems and met learning criterion within two sessions suggesting that they might learn the relationship among stimuli in phase 1 that enabled them to rapidly solve the two-odd tasks (AAAB and BBBA) in phase 2. This suggestion was stronger when these subjects could solve more complex oddity problems in phase 3 comprising 6 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB，AAAC， BBBA，BBBC，CCCA，CCCB), in phase 4 comprising 12 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB, AAAC, AAAD, BBBA, BBBC, BBBD, CCCA, CCCB, CCCD, DDDA, DDDB, and DDDC) and in phase 5 comprising 30 oddity tasks (e.g., AAAB, AAAC, AAAD, AAAE, AAAF, BBBA, BBBC, BBBD, BBBE, BBBF, CCCA, CCCB, CCCD, CCCE, CCCF, DDDA, DDDB, DDDC, DDDE, DDDF, EEEA, EEEB, EEEC, EEED, EEEF, FFFA, FFFB, FFFC, FFFD, FFFE). Their higher accuracy rate (e.g. 100% in phase 2 and phase 3, 75% in phase 4 for Sabiha, whereas 80% in phase 2, 100% in phase 3, 75% in phase 4 for Samia) was maintained with the acquisition of learning criteria (LC) until transfer test 1 and transfer test 2 involving novel items E,F,G, and H.
Out of the remaining two human subjects, although one named Durnibar could acquire oneodd tasks (AAAB) with 7 sessions, he could not learn the two-odd tasks (AAAB and BBBA) even if with 24 sessions. One noticeable feature of his discriminative behavior during two-odd tasks centred on responding to an odd item B suggesting that he might learn the discrimination tasks based on the specific features of the stimuli (e.g. item B) that he experienced during phase 1 task (AAAB) where he was reinforced for responding item B in every trial. The other subject named Mayameen, an autistic child suffering from neurological developmental disorder, could not learn the one odd-tasks with eight sessions. Finding no improvement in his performances, he was abandoned from the experiment. 
Transfer test
Novel Novel
Theses transfer performances represent the significant transfer of learning (one tailed binomial test; ps˂.05) suggesting that they seemed to learn abstract relational property of the stimuli set after the concurrent acquisition of the multiple oddity tasks where single item feature could not be an effective discriminative cue.
Discussion
The results of Samia and Sabiha represented significant transfer of learning (one tailed binomial test; ps ˂.05) to the novel object stimuli suggesting that they seemed to learn abstract relational property of stimuli set after concurrent acquisition of the multiple oddity tasks where single item feature could not be an effective discriminative cue. Solving an oddity discrimination tasks is difficult if it is solved based on the specific features of the stimuli (e.g. itemspecific learning) but this one (acquiring oddity concept) can easily be solved if it is done realizing the relationship between or among the stimuli and selecting the stimulus that is correct in terms of that relationship. The latter one might be true for Sabiha and Samia. Their performances indicated that they might acquire relationship among stimuli in phase 1(AAAB) where both (Sabiha and Samia) made 80% correct responses to the oddity discrimination tasks with four sessions and three sessions respectively thus attaining the learning criteria. This assumption seems to be true because when two-odd tasks (AAAB and BBBA) were presented where item A and item B were first concurrently (the object that had previously been odd became non-odd in the next trial) used in a stimuli set, these one were learned by them within two sessions with higher accuracy (100% for Sabiha and 80% for Samia). Surprisingly, they faced no difficulty to select the least numerous or odd object from many stimuli sets even if when the number of tasks were gradually increased (e.g. 12 oddity tasks, 30 oddity tasks) suggesting that an understanding of relational concept seemed to develop in the very phase 1 (AAAB) that might propel them to learn the more complex tasks comprising 12 oddity tasks and 30 oddity tasks in the next phases. These assumptions proved stronger when they showed sound transfer of learning to the novel odd items in probe test 1 and probe test 2. A novel stimulus test performances which is equivalent to baseline training performances and both are of higher accuracy (˃̷ 80%) refers to full concept learning whereas, if the test performances involving novel stimuli is intermediate, that is, above the chance level (e.g. 25% chance in a four-choice discrimination tasks) but less than training performances (baseline) these results can be regarded as the partial concept learning. The former one might be applicable to Sabiha and Samia although some concerns discussed later in this part might be in operation behind these findings. These robust findings suggested that they were not independently learning the different stimuli set but were learning a relational strategy that could be applied to all sorts of stimuli set regardless of its physical features. These findings were in consistent with Taniuchi and Siddik's study (2015), an unpublished data stored in Taniuchi laboratory, Kanazawa University, Japan, where rats could learn oddity object discrimination tasks and showed successful transfer to novel object stimuli (intra-modal transfer).
There was a huge chance for Sabiha and Samia to learn the one-odd task (AAAB) itemspecifically. Because one-odd task provides numerous opportunities to gain reinforcement by responding to an item that might develop an understanding in the subject that single item B (without considering it in relational aspect) might be the correct responses for which he is reinforced. But this notion may not be applicable to Sabiha and Samia because if they learned the discriminative tasks based on the specific features of the stimuli, they would not be able to correctly solve the concurrent oddity tasks in phase 2, phase 3, phase 4, phase 5 and phase 6, the solution for which, an understanding of the relationship among stimuli was required. These rapid acquisition and robust transfer are much higher than that of rats' study (Taniuchi & Siddik, an unpublished data, 2015) investigating oddity concept learning. Taniuchi and Siddik study (2015) showed that Rat 4 in experiment 2 acquired phase 1 task (AAAB) with 10 sessions. But it faced difficulty to learn phase 2 tasks (AAAB and BBBA) where item A and item B were used concurrently. To facilitate the acquisition of concurrent two-odd tasks, block-trial training where training was divided into various blocks (e.g. 12 block-trial, 6 block-trial) was introduced. Rat 4 took much training (168 sessions) to learn the two-odd tasks along with multiple oddity tasks (12 oddity tasks, 30 oddity tasks) as compared to humans. Rats' transfer of learning was also lesser than that of humans used in the present study. Although there is something common between the intelligence of humans and animals (Pearce, 2008, p. 19) , the former ones have multidimensional higher-order cognitive skills as compared to that of the latter ones that make them the best of the creatures. Some of the important features of human brain that distinguishes them from animals' cognitive capacities involve combining and recombining different types of information and knowledge with an aim to gain a new understanding about a subject and applying the same rule or solution to one problem to a different and new situation (Hauser, 2008) . But animals make a specific solution to solve a specific problem. Their main limitation is that they cannot make good use of these solutions in case of solving different kinds of problems or apply these ones in a new situation. A neural mechanism of human brain is in operation during higher-order learning.
Researchers have found (see a book authored by Carlson, N.R. sixth edition, p.465) that hippocampal lesion might show memory deficits particularly in the higher-order learning in animals and humans indicating that hippocampus areas, an important part of the limbic system, plays a vital role in the formation of higher-order cognitive functions like abstract concept learning. However, the remaining two human subjects named Mayameen and Durnibar could not learn the phase 1 tasks and phase 2 tasks respectively. Between these two, Mayameen, an autistic child, might have difficulty to learn the oddity tasks as his brain development is restricted by neurological developmental disorder. Although the fourth subject named Durnibar could solve the phase 1 tasks (AAAB), he was unable to relationally learn the phase 2 tasks (AAAB and BBBA). Three possible learning strategies might be employed by the subjects to solve the oddity tasks. One of the most common strategies might be to learn a single bit of information from the set of stimuli especially in case of one-odd task (AAAB). Because it was the simplest way to solve the task. In addition to, humans can solve the simple discrimination task (e.g., one odd task AAAB) by just remembering some specific physical features of the stimuli.
This interpretation is supported by the results of the shift from Phase 1 (AAAB) to Phase 2 (AAAB, BBBA). In Phase 1, one odd task (AAAB) was rapidly learned by the fourth subject named Durniber. But he seemed to master the AAAB task by approaching specific item B suggesting a responding tendency to item B and an avoiding tendency to item A. An analysis of his initial performances on Phase 2 (AAAB, BBBA) showed very poor performances to item A and significant performances to item B. If he (Durnibar) learned the AAAB task based on relationship, he could transfer these experiences to the BBBA task by making correct responses to the odd item A. This is exactly what single feature learning based on existence of item B predicts. In one odd task (AAAB), it seemed that a single bit of information could be an effective discriminative cue for subjects' contributing to non-conceptual solutions. For example, in all the trials of one odd task, item B was rewarded. Since item B was reinforced, subjects could associate some specific features of item B with their responses or reinforcement. Therefore, one odd task might lead to non-conceptual stimulus-specific feature learning. This suggests that Durnibar was not responding to Phase 1 task on a conceptual basis.
Hence a question arises why Sabiha and Samia could attain oddity concept learning whereas the other two named Mayameen and Durniber could not do. But they went through the same experimental procedure in the present study. The most plausible explanation was that an application of the relational learning to the stimuli considerably depends on the sensitivity employed by the subjects during solving the oddity tasks. More specifically, some subjects might be sensitive to the physical features of the stimuli or to the combinations of specific pattern (configuration), whereas others might be more sensitive to the abstract relational property of the stimuli set that might led them to learn the discrimination tasks based on relational concept. Elmore, Wright, and Rivera (2009) observed such individual differences in their studies. They trained three pigeons in a three-item simultaneous S/D discrimination task of two pictures. The results showed that two pigeons could acquire restricted-domain relational learning and the rest one could learn the tasks item-specifically.
Some identifiable factors might have contributed to Sabiha and Samia gaining higher achievement in the oddity concept learning. The concurrent procedure where an item that is an odd one (e.g. AAAB) in a stimulus set becomes non-odd one (e.g. BBBA) in other stimuli set, seemed to allow the subjects to make sense that correct responses did not depend on an item. Rather, it can be exchanged between or among the stimuli in terms of its relationship thus keeping no room for the selection of the stimuli based on their specific features. Therefore, the motivation of the subjects to respond correctly each time might be higher as compared to previous procedures such as serial learning procedure used by Thomas and Noble studies (1988) , where stimuli were presented serially (e.g. AAB, CCD, EEF, GGH) thereby producing effective discriminative cues and giving birth unsuccessful findings in the oddity concept learning in rats. Several studies (e.g. Krekling, Tellevik, and Nordvik's studies,1989; Lombardi, Fachinelli, & Delius, 1984) provided successful findings of oddity concept learning with concurrent presentation of stimuli. The major substantial deviation from the present study and the previous ones (e.g. Krekling, Tellevik, and Nordvik,1989; Tyrrell,1974 ) that our stimuli arrays had three rather than two non-odd stimuli.
It is known that a one odd and two identical stimuli are the minimum requirements to construct an oddity task. Using one odd and three identical stimuli in the present study, we expected two different effects: One was increasing salience of an odd stimulus and another one was decreasing chance level. The first effect showed that the presentation of two or more identical stimuli along with an odd one in a trial induced a perception (the process of recognizing and interpreting sensory stimuli) of sameness among identical ones that made an odd stimulus contrast. Furthermore, such perception of sameness enhanced the perception of difference among identical stimuli and odd stimulus in a set (Cook, Katz & Cavoto,1997) . In this case, the sense of perceptual oddity rather than relational oddity might be an effective discriminative cue for solving the oddity discrimination tasks and be applicable to novel stimuli. At present, we might not be able to distinguish between perceptual oddity and conceptual oddity. This problem is not unique to the present study and relevant to other previous successful reports of oddity concept learning with other species (e.g., Hille, Dehnhardt, & Mauck, 2006; Lombardi et al., 1984) . D́ Amato, Salmon, and Colombo (1985) evidenced that animals might use the sense of some perceptual learning induced from the new stimuli before making optimal responses to these ones. As one of the possible ways to eliminate such possibility, odour transfer test, where four erasers containing same appearances soaked with four different odours, might be considered. In this odour oddity tasks, four stimuli (e.g. erasers) were same in terms of its colour, size, shape thus resulting in no perception of sameness and the salience of oddity stimuli. If subjects can demonstrate successful transfer of learning to the novel odour stimuli, this suggests that concept formation in them were not affected by the perceptual effect (e.g. sameness induced from identical stimuli and salience of odd stimuli).
Conversely, if their transfer of learning is disrupted by the odour transfer test, this indicates that something (e.g. perceptual features of the stimuli) rather than relational aspects among the stimuli set might be in operation in them to learn the discrimination tasks. The second effect showed that the larger number of stimuli (e.g., ABBB) in an oddity task might decrease the possibility of random responding because random responding might be less frequently rewarded in large number of oddity stimuli set. When random choice fails to attain enough reinforcement, animals may learn a relevant cue. There is no formal scientific report on this phenomenon, but our laboratory has preliminary results (Okajima, 2010, unpublished data, personal communication with Tohru Taniuchi) . In the present study, it was observed that in one odd task (AAAB), an item B was used as an odd one in all the trials in a session. Single feature learning (memorizing the features of item B as positive stimulus) was enough for human subjects to solve the task. In Phase 2, when BBBA task was added, single feature learning became ineffective, because both of items A and B were used as positive and negative stimulus. But these two odd tasks could be solved by memorizing the configurations of specific items. That is, item B was positive if there were many A in a stimulus set, and item A was positive if there were many B in the set. Therefore, human subjects could have mastered the two oddity tasks (AAAB and BBBA) by memorizing some possible configurations of specific items (e.g. ABBB, BABB, BBAB, BBBA, AAAB, AABA, BAAA, ABAA). But this memorizing strategy would fail, or at least very difficult when they faced with many discrimination tasks. In the case of 30 oddity tasks, it should be far difficult to memorize all the configurations of so many stimuli. Therefore, the larger number of tasks might make memorizing the number of tasks more difficult (Cook, Levison, Gillett, & Blaisdell, 2005) and contribute to making the memory load for memorizing strategy high. This difficulty might have forced human subjects (Sabiha and Samia) to give up on the memorizing strategy and to switch to a more conceptual based strategy (the application of an abstract rule that can contribute to reducing the increased memory load. (see also Santiago and Wright, 1984) . Wright and Katz (2006) revealed that rhesus monkeys, capuchin monkeys, and pigeons were trained with 8-item set and 16-item set, they could not relationally learn these tasks. When the training set size was increased to 32 stimuli, monkeys showed evidence of partial S/D concept learning (learning significantly above the chance and below the baseline performances) but pigeons showed no sign of transfer to the novel stimuli. Monkeys and pigeons showed full acquisition of abstract S/D concept learning (a learning equivalent to baseline performance with an accuracy of more than 80% correct) with the further expansion of the training set size to 128 and 256 items respectively. These findings suggested that larger number of stimuli might make the memory load for memorizing stimulus-specific cues high and might facilitate animals to start acquiring relational learning. This memory load hypothesis explains why two human subjects in the present study showed transfer of oddity discrimination to novel stimuli after concurrent training with multiple tasks.
Although the transfer performances of two human subjects seemed to be regarded as a quite reliable indicator of concept formation, some possible objections to these evidences should be considered. One objection arises on whether significant transfer may somewhat reflect generalization from training stimuli to transfer stimuli. Because larger number of stimuli may potentially increase the similarity between training and testing stimuli and such similarity may contribute to significant transfer. Therefore, it becomes difficult to rule out the possibility that transfer may be based on some common physical features shared between the novel stimuli and some of the stimuli used in training (Mackintosh, 2000, p. 132 cited from Wright & Katz, 2006) . Wright and Katz (2006) observed such phenomenon in their studies. They mentioned that larger number of stimuli might contribute to stimulus generalization process resulting in good transfer.
Human conceptual behaviour showed that it was exemplar (Brooks, 1978; Hintzman, 1988; Nosofsky, 1986; Tarr & Bulthoff, 1998 cited from and was determined based specifically on generalization from past experiences. I acknowledge that this theoretical possibility might be true for human subjects too and they might not engage in concept formation, but rather depend on similarity to past experiences to guide behaviour. To examine the effect of stimulus generalization, a cross-modal transfer consisted of different novel stimuli (e.g. sound) sharing no similar physical features to that of training stimuli might be considered. In this case, if human subjects can exhibit robust transfer of learning to the cross-modal stimuli similar to that of intra-modal transfer, such crossmodal test performance is difficult to explain in terms of stimulus generalization from object stimuli to sound stimuli because, generally speaking, it is hard to find any similar physical features between object and sound stimuli (for cross-modal tests on oddity concept learning in children, see Tyrrell, 1974) .
Conversely, if better performance in object-object transfer than in cross-modal transfer (e.g. objectsound) is demonstrated, it might be explained in terms of stimulus generalization. An additional concern may be that every trial reinforced with odd stimuli may give birth a sense among the subjects that may encourage them to make an association between reinforcement and odd stimuli rather than developing an understanding of relationship among odd and non-odd stimuli. To examine such effect, non-differential reinforcement procedure, where every stimulus is reinforced during testing trials, might be introduced during transfer tests. In this condition, if the subjects have no tendency to respond to an odd stimulus, their responses are expected to be the same to all the stimuli. Conversely, if they have any tendency to respond to an odd item, they will get more reinforcement that make the results a little bit biased in this treatment. Four human subjects were investigated in the present study in order to examine the ability of relational concept learning. But this few numbers of human subjects do not represent the higher-order learning skill of the age group (5-8) they belong to. Thus, inter-subject generality of abstract concept learning should be examined. Finally, it can be said that due to having some concerns over the findings of the present study, it is difficult to conclude that human subjects could apply the principle of stimulus relations to make higherorder inferences. But their higher accuracy in acquisition training and robust transfer of learning to the novel stimuli apparently indicate that something (a sign of concept formation) is affecting their cognitive behaviour in relation to the odd stimulus. The present study would provide an insight into the mechanisms of human intelligence.
